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Staff Interviewed 
Stephen Chapman, Manager of Digital Strategy for Collections 
Paul Deschner, Web Developer 
 
Brief Summary of DRS Use 
Currently Stephen (Steve) Chapman is the only person doing the depositing, and he is a full-time staff 
member with many other responsibilities. He estimated they probably deposited around 6,000 files in 
the last fiscal year, and that he uses the BatchBuilder GUI to deposit an average of once every 8-10 
weeks, for a few hours, depositing one to five titles at a time. They are currently using the DRS to 
deposit JP2s, PDS objects, and sometimes TXT files. Paul is a developer and may be coming on board in 
the near-future to help facilitate deposits. 
 
They have about 1.28 million pages (representing around 5000 items) in the DRS, but Steve said that it is 
not their exclusive domain and that they easily have around 20 million pages (and over 60 million files) 
not deposited in the DRS. Other avenues they currently travel for data management include Harvard 
Law School’s LTS -services, HathiTrust, Internet Archive, and Amazon Web Services. Steve expressed that 
costs, and, more importantly, lack of features to update objects and metadata are the two inhibitors to 
using DRS for all HLS content. 
 
The HLS LIL team serves as depositing agent for the digital files produced from the following 
partnerships and workflows. In some fiscal years, all are applicable; in others, only a subset: 

• Volumes loaned to the William S. Hein Co. for inclusion in HeinOnline 
• Volumes loaned to Cengage/Gale to produce Making of Modern Law or Archives Unbound 

(MoML) 
• Small volumes, in the public domain, scanned in their entirety by the Doc Delivery team at the 

HLSL 
• Manuscripts and books digitzed by vendors other than Imaging Services (e.g., Progrio LLC, Digital 

Technologies Inc.) 
 

Steve said that the above-listed workstreams have been small enough for the past 5-6 fiscal years to 
implement a strategy of bundling deposit with quality control. It is desirable for them to have Harvard 
library staff evaluate the quality of vendor-generated work products (such as page images and text files) 
prior to deposit.  
 
However, Steve said if they were to scale these significantly, enabling vendors to serve as deposit agents 
would become the more attractive option. In this scenario, as with when utilizing Imaging Services, the 
librarians with curatorial responsibility would undertake quality control post deposit. 
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General Workflow for Depositing Page Images  

•        Files delivered on hard drives or DVDs to the HLSL, with directories named by HOLLIS number 
(usually w/o checksums); or  

•        Files downloaded from FTP server, where checksums are provided with accompanying zip files; 
upon receipt, HLSL uses a checksum utility as the primary means to verify that all files have been 
received. 

•       They might run either a Photoshop or IrfanView script to generate lower-res images (such as 
JPEGs) to facilitate quality control and/or metadata creation activities prior to deposit 

•        When needed, they rename files with the Bulk Rename Utility Tool, on a volume-by-volume 
basis. 

•        From vendor-provided color TIFFs, they generate lossless compressed JP2 files with a kakadu 
command-line script. 

•        Files are then segregated into Batch-Builder compliant directories.  
•        Steve opens BatchBuilder and creates a batch from a pre-configured template, then runs it, and 

deposits using FileZilla. In virtually every workflow, he creates a simple METS object using 
BatchBuilder’s features to pull data from HOLLIS. 

•        Post-deposit, LIL staff (usually Steve) edits and supplements the METS file with PDSM, then 
manually creates NET holdings records in Aleph. 

 
The significant outlier to the above-described workflow will be to deposit the 1,000 or more titles from 
each contribution to the Cengage/Gale MoML collection. These “Gale-provided” hard drives include 
XML files with existing structural tagging and page numbers that they would wish to map to METS. They 
have not yet implemented a workflow to accommodate this need. 
 
Finally, were they ever to consider depositing texts from their Free the Law project—and others they 
envision supporting with their in-house mass digitization scanning operation—the standard “package” of 
inputs per page would be ALTO files in addition to the JP2 and/or TIFF page images. Again, this would 
need a workflow that would achieve the desired outcome of depositing and delivering richly encoded 
XML content—at both object and page level—to their users, via PDS, Mirador, and other future delivery 
applications. 
 
Inventory of Scripts and Tools Utilized for Deposit 
Scripts 

•         kakadu tiff-to-jp2 batch script 
•         microsoft checksum utility 
•         Photoshop batch scripts (occasionally)        

 
Tools and Systems used 

•         IrfanView  
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•         Adobe Acrobat 
•         Adobe Photoshop  
•         Bulk Rename Utility (v. 2.7.1.3) 
•         Batch Builder 2.0 
•         FileZilla 

 
Summary of Primary Challenges and Desired Aspects 
There are many challenges that have made the DRS a less attractive option for depositing their 
materials. One of the two primary restrictions was that they could not easily supplement materials after 
depositing. For instance, in 1997 they digitized and deposited about 500 rare volumes. As new 
technologies are cultivated, they have the opportunities to enhance these old files with tools like OCR. 
However, the materials deposited in the DRS are too finalized and do not lend themselves to versioning 
or enrichment.  
 
Depositing duplicates with that enrichment would cost a lot more money as well, and prohibitive costs 
are a second major issue for them. Steve expressed that for the annual fees that HLSL spends on DRS 
storage, they can spend a smaller fraction on an option like Amazon web services. He understands that 
Amazon is not offering long-term digital preservation and that this is just long-term management, 
lacking in preservation administration and services like migration.  
 
This ties into an overall wish he has for more transparency, in a couple of aspects. He expressed a desire 
for a clearer picture of what the costs of storing materials in the DRS are funding, what the revenue is 
used for. He added that TRAC compliance – or transparency on how compliant the DRS is - would 
encourage greater reliance upon DRS for long-term preservation, and that he would like to see a broad 
conversation about certification. 
 
Another drawback that Steve brought up was a disparate level of capabilities between content models. 
For instance, METS objects have greater privileges and tools to change their data. He said if all formats 
were going to be equally supported, he would ideally like to see policies communicated through format 
equality.  
 
Steve professed that, for staff like him that are doing depositing less frequently and having to re-learn 
aspects of it each time, a deposit service where others would do it for them would be the most desirable 
option. Further, having the DRS really be more associated with the service than the system would be a 
boon. In this vein, Steve and Paul both said that they would like to see more engagement with the 
community using the DRS, which could manifest as having an outreach person as a middle ground 
between the system and users or utilizing people outside of LTS to help realize goals for the DRS. A 
theme that came up a couple of times in the conversation was that many hands make light work – and 
that LTS should take better advantage of expertise throughout the rest of the university system.  
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Another attractive option could be a stack of tools or a toolkit that can do more content models, from 
ingest to preservation to discovery and delivery. He would like to see more focus overall on DIPs than 
SIPs – for example, writing more APIs to exploit Aleph instead of more tools to populate Aleph. Other 
ideas that came up involved more automation. Steve said the BatchBuilder does about half the job for 
him, and he would like to see URN linking and updates done for him once they are generated. This could 
even look like a menu during deposit where a depositor selects what they want to populate and the 
metadata necessary. 
 
 
 


